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Client confidentiality and discretion is of paramount importance, 
and is ALWAYS maintained.
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INTRODUCTION
RWSSI is a principal consultancy to organisations 
and private families, having obtained over twenty 
years’ experience throughout numerous countries 
around the world.  

With extensive capabilities in Security, Surveillance 
and Investigation it is our aim to support you by 
foreseeing and overcoming risks, maintain 
compliance, and enabling you to achieve your 
ambitions safely, efficiently and successfully. 

Preferring to adopt a proactive, preventative 
approach, RWSSi also has the ability to overcome 
new or established problems decisively, providing 
positive cost efficient results swiftly.  

RWSSi offers professional and 
unbiased advice, solutions and 
specialist services to Business and 
Private clients, helping to build 
organisations resilience and 
protect their critical assets, or 
individuals and their families.



BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 
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Organisations are increasingly recognising that security is a necessary component to their overall resilience and 
risk management strategies. The appropriate protection of their peopleand assets allows the activities to 
continue, without disruption to performance or standards.  

Having this assurance gives confidence to stakeholders on the reliability of doing business together. By making 
a relevant and proportionate investment in securing an organisation, makes it a safer place to work; provides a 
reliable and trusted working partnership; safeguards compliance requirements and creates opportunity to 
explore new markets responsibly.  

People Management 
Workplace safety

Travel support – international and domestic

Recruitment – enhanced vetting

Hostile terminations

Personnel dispute resolution – information and 
evidence gathering

•

•

•

•

•

Asset Protection
Office facilities 

Work site – small, medium, corporate, industrial, 
remote

Equipment security

Asset recovery – locate and retrieve missing assets

Information security

Reputation and brand protection

•

•

•

•

•

•

Activity Continuity
Daily operational routines

Project management – conception to completion

Travel – international and domestic

New market entry – new sectors and countries

Business development – Know Your Customer / Partner 
/ Supplier

Community engagement

Events, trade fairs, promotions

Business dispute resolution – information and evidence 
gathering

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Properly managed security 
assures continuity and 
contributes to a peaceful and 
productive work environment. 
If you have any of these 
concerns, or issues not 
mentioned here, please do not 
hesitate to get in touch. 



Investigations
RWSSi can help to resolve disputes concerning your organisation, with effective information and evidence 
gathering, whether it is personnel integrity concerns or conflict with partners and competitors: 

Fraud & Falsified Claims – e.g. false employee sickness/injury claims 
Embezzlement & Shrinkage – e.g. product, stock or equipment theft
Information Disclosure –e.g. innovation, project and contract leaks
Employee Vetting (criminal record checks, pre-employment checks, educational checks, associate history, 
lifestyle checks) 
Trace and Recover Missing Assets
Surveillance Detection –e.g. technological eavesdropping or physical intrusive following
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BUSINESS SERVICES
People, property, equipment and information, in addition to your reputation, are the very core of your business. 
Should any of these critical aspects be harmed, damaged, lost or activities disrupted, your organisation’s 
reliability may be cast in doubt, running the risk of reducing performance or standard levels, impacting 
productivity and brand image. 

Forming an integral component of enterprise resilience and risk management, RWSSi services are designed to 
protect personnel, maintain the availability of assets, ensure the continuity of organizational activities and 
safeguard against loss.

Security Risk Management
Some organisations may not need the facility of full time professional security management, but that should not 
mean the protection of the business is any less important.  

RWSSi offers professional and impartial advice to organisations of all calibre, providing the performance and 
function of a security manager to suit your specific needs, including:

Asset Register Compilation 

Security Policy, Plan and Procedure Design 

Security Survey 

Audit Security Contractors – including SLA & KPI requirements 

Security Staff Management 

Business Travel planning & support – Journey Management 

Security Training 

Project and Event Security Management 

Penetration testing of existing physical security measures 

General advice and problem solving

Security Survey
Whether a one off review of existing security measures or an ongoing assignment, RWSSi consultants offer an 
intensive Security Survey and Risk Assessment, followed up with professional, impartial, advice and 
recommendations for:

Intruder Detection Systems—Alarms, CCTV, Motion Sensors, Lighting 
Access Control – pedestrian and vehicle access including staff/visitor parking and deliveries, etc 
Fencing – perimeter protection 
Landscaping – Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
Security services – Static Guards, Mobile Patrols, Dog Handlers
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Business Travel
Effective security risk management enables organisations to seek and realise opportunity. RWSSi helps many 
organisations to conduct global ventures safely and securely:

Company Travel Security Policy, Plans and Procedures 
Country and City Reports (Security & Political Risk Assessment)  
Travel Preparations – understanding the destination local customs and regulations, selecting hotels, transport, 
emergency responses, etc 
Pre-Travel security training – personal security awareness, incident response, medical, driving (urban and cross 
country) 
Crisis Contingency planning (emergency response and media response)  
Security Monitoring of Travelling Executives

Security Driver
RWSSi offers professional advanced drivers, providing protection on the move for your personnel and 
important clients and guests, ensuring they arrive at their destination fresh, safe and sound: 

Airport drop offs and collections 
Travelling long distances
Travelling to unfamiliar destinations 
Sensitive document secure courier 
High value items transport
Cargo security escort

Personal Security & Close Protection
Personnel are the key aspect to any organisation – without people, no activities will be accomplished. An 
organisation’s executive provides overall direction, motivation and authority to achieve its goals. Highly 
qualified, skilled and experienced personnel become a prized source of innovation; and on occasion we may 
ask staff to explore the unknown in the name of progress. 

Safeguarding our people is both a moral and legal obligation. It is also a strong business choice, to protect the 
heart of an organisation’s capabilities, continuity and ongoing development. RWSSi specialises in Close 
Protection, creating a secure, organised and efficient environment for the people in our care – anywhere in the 
world. 

Adapting to the client’s needs and profile, Close Protection can be delivered in a range of methods – large or 
small teams, high profile or very discreet protection. 

Home office and residential protection 
Travel security 
Hotel security 
Public event security 
Country and City Reports (Security & Political Risk Assessment)  
Travel Preparations – destination briefings, selecting hotels, transport, emergency responses 
Pre-Travel security training – personal security awareness, incident response, medical, driving
(urban and cross country) 
Incident response, protection and recovery
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PRIVATE SOLUTIONS
Equally important is protecting our private lives – the 
people we care for, the places we live and visit, and 
the lifestyle we have worked hard to create. Keeping 
families safe helps to guarantee quality of life is 
maintained, and privacy is safeguarded. 

Protecting personal and
private lives provides 
reassurance of a safer living
environment and stress-free
lifestyle. If you have any of
these worries, or problems 
not listed here, please do not 
wait to get in touch. 

People Protection
Daily routines and personal activities

Travel planning – holidays, gap year 

Home and school selection

Lifestyle concerns and assurances

Hostile incidents – response training 

•
•
•
•
•

Asset Protection
Privacy – prevent unwanted intrusion 

Reputation – safeguard against adverse publicity

Residences – household protection 

Finances – protect high income earners from harm 

Art & Jewellery – personal valuable security

Cars, Yachts & Aircraft – private transport 

•
•
•
•
•
•

Activity Protection
Daily routines and personal activities

Travel planning – holidays, gap year

Attending events – sporting, music, charity

Hosting functions – duty of care to guests and visitors 

Dispute resolution – information and evidence 

gathering

•
•
•
•
•
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PRIVATE SERVICES
Whether you have encountered problems or you are seeking to pro-actively ensure the safety and security for 
you and your family; as well as secure your property and hard earned lifestyle, RWSSi provides professional 
security advice and solutions.

Security Advisor
General purpose security advice, helping you to overcome problems or prepare for any security related concern 
during your private life, including but not limited to: 

Threat and Risk Assessment – incorporating professional and private considerations

Residential Security Survey – current standards for securing your home and valuable assets

Travel Preparations – destination briefings, selecting hotels, transport, emergency responses

Security and Situational Awareness training – awareness and an understanding of the threats and risks around you

Incident Response – how to respond with street harassment (aggressive begging), attempted mugging, car-jacking, or 
discovering a burglar in your home

General security advice and trouble shooting 

Residential Security Survey
Your home is where you and your family should feel most safe and secure in order to relax and enjoy your hard 
earned lifestyle. For your peace of mind, RWSSi offers a complete security survey of the residence and overall risk 
assessment, followed up with professional impartial advice and best practice recommendations covering the 
following areas: 

Intruder Detection Systems—Alarms, CCTV, Motion Sensors, Lighting
Access Control – vehicle and pedestrian entrances
Fencing – perimeter protection
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design – landscaping with maximum use of garden features to aid security
Safe Room – a protected room and safe haven, to protect you and your family in the event of intruders entering
your home
Residential Security Team – including dog patrols



Residential Security Team (RST)
Whether a short term solution to a temporary threat, or a full time residential security presence; RST offers the 
ultimate service in home security, allowing you and your family complete peace of mind and assurance that 
your family is safe, secure and remain private. 

Each Residential Security service is bespoke to your unique requirements, from a single security staff 
conducting checks at dusk, through to a full-range Residential Security Team service.

The numerous options and combinations available include:

Evening security checks
Periodic overnight security visits and inspections
Dark hours only permanent security presence 
24 hour security presence
Full Residential Security Team – entrance gate, house, garage, foot and mobile patrols, dog patrols, visitor 
escorts, CCTV controller
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Investigations & Surveillance 
RWSSi can support and assist to resolve and 
reassure any issue concerning yourself, your 
spouse or children, or protect your privacy:

Lifestyle checks and re-assurance – bullying, abuse, 
fidelity, gambling, drugs 
Outstanding legal or financial disputes 
Business disputes – including partners, associates  and 
employer/employee issues 
Media harassment and intrusion 
General public harassment and intrusion 

Vacant property monitoring
Going away on business or holiday? 

Additionally, RWSSi can provide reassurance to you, whilst you are 
away on business or on holiday, offering security of your vacant 
residence and vehicles; either with a "live in" security presence or 
external Residential Security staff protecting your home.
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Security Driver 
RWSSi offers professional advanced drivers, offering security protection on the move for you and your family, 
ensuring you arrive at your destination fresh, safe and sound, whether it is: 

Airport drop offs and collections 
Travelling long distances 
Travelling to unfamiliar destinations 
Sensitive document secure courier 
Valuable item deliveries 
Anti Hi-jack/Car-jacking and Anti-Kidnap security protection

Personal Security & Close Protection
Safeguarding family members is a natural instinct; it is also a wise choice, to secure the people that are 
important to us and make our quality of life what it is. RWSSi specialises in Close Protection, creating a secure, 
organised and efficient environment for the people in our care – anywhere in the world.  

Operating discreetly in the background, allowing you to live out your normal routine and lifestyle without 
hindrance, whilst providing comprehensive security protection and facilitating needs for you or a member of 
your family.

Adapting to the client’s needs and profile, Close Protection can be delivered in a range of methods – large or 
small teams, high profile or very discreet protection.

School security – including drop-off and pick-ups
Public event security – sporting, music, charity 
Travel & Hotel security – including gap year advice and support 
Country and City Reports (Security Risk Assessment)  
Travel Preparations – destination briefings, selecting hotels, transport, emergency responses 
Pre-Travel security training – personal security awareness, incident response, medical, driving
(urban and cross country) 
Incident response, protection and recovery
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RWSSi provides a range of bespoke solutions to both Business and Private clients throughout the United 
Kingdom and around the world. Focused on the client’s needs, it is our aim to achieve the desired objectives 
through the delivery of relevant and cost efficient services. RWSSi do not believe in applying changes 
unnecessarily.  

It is our preferred method to overcome security concerns by adapting existing resources or producing new 
policies and procedures, rather than introducing unnecessary new measures without justification. RWSSi prides 
itself on client confidentiality and discretion.

ABOUT
RWSSi offers professional and unbiased advice, 
solutions and specialist services to Business and 
Private clients, helping to build organisations 
resilience and protect their critical assets, or 
individuals and their families. Preferring to adopt a 
proactive, preventative approach, RWSSi also has 
the ability to overcome new or established 
problems decisively, providing positive cost 
efficient results swiftly. 

Based in the United Kingdom, RWSSi is led by Rob Winter, a former member of the British Armed Forces, with 
operational experience throughout East and West Europe, the Middle East, Africa and South Asia. RWSSi has 
successfully supported international financial organisations, UK local government and police services, 
government members of Middle Eastern Royalty, major sporting events, construction companies, global aid and 
development agencies, the UK legal sector and FTSE250 mineral extractive companies. 

RWSSi do not believe in enforcing changes 
unnecessarily, therefore increasing costs to the 
client. It is the preferred method to overcome 
security concerns by adapting existing resources 
or delivering new policies and procedures, rather 
than introducing costly new measures without 
valid justification. 
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PHONE: +44 (0)800 292 2464 EMAIL: rob@rwssi.co.uk

ADDRESS: Blake House, 18 Blake Street, York, YO1 8QG, UK


